Alex Ayestarán “Entre la gente” ... for eternal lovers
ALEX AYESTARÁN is one of those unique singers with whom one comes across from time to time, outside fashion
but that sounds incredibly present no false poses prefabricated authenticity on all four sides, of which he made
s
ongs such as from the heart, and is in the background, Alex Ayestarán is one of those artists who are not more.
Little things that make life worth living eternal lover ... a kiss, a caress, a word whispered in her ear, a love song.
Possessed of a personal voice and easy identified as his way of composing that away from other solo vocalists and
closer to pop.
Alex writes songs “as before”, Love stories of all life but sounding rage these days and that will captivate both teens
and those who were some time ago.
Songs full of references, hints and mysteries that will be discovered and made people who hear them "for those
who still consider ourselves a romantic" and hued letters and fresh and simple melodies and "very made in San
Sebastian".
... and is that ALEX AYESTARÁN was born in San Sebastian / Donostia, which on the other hand, it is easy to
guess, just start the song "Entre la gente", mentions the Kursaal (famous city building) and the video of that song is
shot in Igueldo Amusement Park, "Si Tu Te Vas" and "El Peine del Viento" which is situated in one of the most
emblematic places of the city with sculptures by Chillida are clear references to the scene of daily life of Alex
Ayestarán: 100% San Sebastián. Coming as a family of musicians, it is logical that when children start playing
drums, they soon switched to the guitar, an instrument that feels very comfortable ..

Today’s songs born from the deepest of the soul
ENTRE LA GENTE, the disc, as a couple, with their most rhythmic and upbeat moments and more intimate,
unhurried and gentle. It is surprisingly fresh and have that scent impregnated from San Sebastian in his lyrics and
melodies.
"ENTRE LA GENTE" the album's title track and single chosen as Alex Ayestarán presentation, radiates optimism
from the first second despite the misfortunes of the protagonist. You'll soon bump into someone singing the chorus
"And I seek thee among the people and I can not see, damn my luck ....”
"PRONTO VOLVERÉ" shows us an Alex more introverted, but does not lose that ability to give freshness and
simplicity to a sad story.
"EL PEINE DEL VIENTO", "ISLA" that includes a touch of rap, "TORPE DESPEDIDA" are other songs on the album
that will soon be among the "favorites" in your player.
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